
Look closer…

All tape media is NOT created equal.
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Our commitment to you is making tape pain-free through Spectra® 
Certified Media. From manufacturer selection to testing and customer 

shipment, every step of the Spectra Certified Media process is designed to 
ensure you have the most reliable and automated tape storage available. No 

other supplier places as much emphasis on continual enhancements and 
features that simplify all aspects of the media management process.

Tape Without Pain

Spectra Certified Media Sets You Free
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Spectra media is vastly superior.



Media quality is at the core of efficient, pain-free backup and archive. 
All manufactured tape is not the same, leaving your data to chance 
with suspect media. Only the highest quality media available on the 
market becomes Spectra Certified Media. This ensures you have 

the most reliable and worry-free data protection possible.

Off To The Right Start

Start With Better Ingredients
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Only use the best media.



Spectra Certified Media performs better than competitors’ media. The 
CarbideClean™ process is a unique Spectra enhancement that extends 

the life of your tape drives and enhances the performance and capacity of 
your tapes. Spectra Certified LTO Media with CarbideClean™ ensures your 

media is debris-free, allowing your system to run at peak performance. 

Give It A Boost
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Take off with CarbideClean.TM

Tape Surface Before CarbideClean.

LTO tape magnified at 1:5000. CarbideClean removes debris, maximizing the potential that every 
bit is written and read.

Microscopic Debris

Off To The Right Start

Tape Surface After CarbideClean.



Why CarbideClean matters.

With traditional tape applications, tapes are 
reused so that debris is eventually removed 
through repeated use. With applications like 
archive, data is consistently written to new 
media, so reuse does not remove debris. 
Exclusive use of new tapes with debris can 
damage the tape drive head, reduce capacity, 
degrade performance and lead to data 
integrity issues.

For more technical details about CarbideClean,TM 
please visit spectralogic.com/media.
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CarbideCleanTM

The CarbideCleanTM process is only available 
with Spectra Certified LTO Media. Only our 
media undergoes the CarbideCleanTM process 
using specialized drives at our factory prior to 
shipment. This process removes tape debris 
to increase your drives’ lifespan and ensures 
optimal performance and media capacity.

Specialized CarbideCleanTM Drive: 
Tape moves across the cleaning 

head to remove debris.

Tape debris results from even the most careful manufacturing process, administrative 
media handling and environmental contamination. As new generations of LTO 
tape reach ever-greater capacities, the distance shrinks both between tracks on 
the tape, and between the drive head and physical media. This means that debris 
too tiny to create problems in earlier generations of LTO may now pose a threat. 

Off To The Right Start

Microscopic Tape Debris

Image of a small area of a 
recorded LTO tape with a 

particle less than 100 µm (less 
than the thickness of a sheet 
of paper). The slanted lines in 
the center contain servo data 
and on either side of the servo 

band are the data tracks.



With Spectra Certified Media, you’ll never get caught by surprise again. 
Only with Spectra T-Series libraries, Certified Media combined with Media 

Lifecycle Management (MLM) reduces the most common media-related 
failures. MLM allows you to proactively manage your tape inventory 

through simple monitoring of over 40 health statistics and 
automatically identifies at-risk tapes ready for retirement.

Management Made Simple

Add Intelligence
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Track Spectra tapes throughout their life.

MLM stoplight icons serve as easy visual diagnostics, 
recommending action based on the health status of a tape. Spectra programmed chip stored in each 

tape cartridge tracks over 40 parameters 
throughout the life of the tape.

Poor Health 

Average Health 

Good Health 



With Spectra Certified Media, you’ll be confident that your data is there when 
you need it. Certified Media assures data integrity using an integrated, intelligent 
and comprehensive set of Data Integrity Verification (DIV) tools when integrated 
with Spectra T-Series libraries. PreScan verifies your tapes are safe prior to usage 
and QuickScan and PostScan verify your data has been properly written to tape.

Build-in Assurance
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Verify that your data is there.

DIV tools scan a tape prior to usage to 
verify writability and confirms all data 

has been properly written to tape. 

Management Made Simple



Spectra T-Series libraries offer effortless encryption 
and key management with Spectra Certified Media.

Information is your business’ most valuable asset—and it’s your job to protect 
it. When combining Spectra Certified Media and our T-Series library family 
integrated BlueScale® Encryption Key Management, your data is protected 

with a straightforward, easily installed solution. 

Make It Tamper-Proof
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Protect your data with encryption.

Management Made Simple



Your Spectra Certified Media arrives on your doorstep, individual tapes 
unwrapped with pre-applied barcode labels bundled in TeraPack® containers 

and ready for bulk-loading into your Spectra T-Series library. When 
it’s time to export them from the library, the TeraPacks can be 

covered and protected as they are stored onsite or offsite. 

Effortless Media Logistics

No Assembly Required
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TeraPacks simplify media handling.

For even greater efficiency, our TeraPack Access Port can load up to 10 
tapes at a time and our bulk-load option allows you to import and export 
up to 140 tapes at once. 

Dual TeraPack Access Port (TAP)* Bulk TeraPack Access Port (TAP)

*For illustrative purposes only. Not actual operation.



With Spectra Certified Media you order it any way you want it. A myriad of 
choices allow you to specify the exact number of tapes you require with no 
minimum order, custom or predefined barcode sequences, TeraPacks with 

or without dust covers or no TeraPack at all. The choice is yours. 

Have It Your Way
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Logistics that match your unique needs.

TeraPacks 
with 10 LTO 
tapes or 
9 TS11XX 
tapes

TeraPack 
dust cover

TS11XX Media

T120 LTO 
TeraPack

Individual tapes

Bulk-shipped 
TeraPacks

Skip unwrapping individual tapes and barcoding 
them. Spectra Certified Media arrives ready to 

import into your library right out of the box.

Effortless Media Logistics



We’ve got you covered. Spectra’s Certified Media Lifetime Guarantee 
warrants our tapes to be free from defects in materials and workmanship for 

the life of the media. We’ll exchange any defective tape free of charge.

Our Guarantee To You

Completely Worry-Free
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Certified Media is warrantied for life.



Because Spectra Certified Media 
provides many significant time and 
management efficiency benefits, it 

lowers your tape-related operational 
expenses and allows your staff to 

focus on high-value tasks. 

Measurable Cost Savings
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More than pays for itself. Lower risk of data loss ($$$$$) 
 Floor space savings ($$$$)
 Lower management costs ($$$$)
 Reduced staffing costs ($$$$)
 Reduced media failure downtime ($$$)
 Faster problem resolution ($$$)
 Fewer drive replacements ($$$)
 Longer useful media lifespan ($$$)
 More efficient tape operations ($$$)
 Higher media capacity ($$$)
 Zero staff time to label media ($$$)
 Efficient bulk-tape loading/unloading ($$$)
 Tape import and export efficiency ($$)
 Enhanced offsite tape processing ($$)
 Fewer drive failure related service calls ($$)
 Higher data transfer rate ($$)
 Greater staff efficiency ($$)
 Lower write error rates ($$)
 Fewer cleaning cartridges consumed ($)
 No duplicate barcode labels ($)
 Fewer media warranty claims ($)
 Encryption moniker tracker ($)
 Lower read error rates ($)
 Easier ordering ($)
 Easier storage ($)

Our Guarantee To You 25



We understand how important your time is. Not only does Spectra Certified 
Media afford you the opportunity to focus on more satisfying tasks, but it 

also gives you peace of mind when you’re off the clock.

Our Guarantee To You

Efficiency That Goes Right To The Bottom Line
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The luxury of choice gives you balance. 

Reduced after hours intervention because of fewer failed backups
More predictable restorations
Less intervention in backup process
More time to address value-add activities
Budget predictability 
Anxiety-free media
Less time troubleshooting 
Fewer support calls
Less staff and management intervention
More time through fewer onsite support visits
Fewer escalations
Reduced risk
Greater autonomy



spectralogic.com/media

1. Media health
2. Barcode
3. Load count
4. Loaded
5. Born on date
6. Write protected
7. Encryption and moniker
8. Encryption key expiration
9. Media type
10. Cleans remaining
11. First write partition
12. First write library
13. Last write partition
14. Last write library
15. Remaining capacity
16. Maximum capacity
17. Soft write errors
18. Soft read errors
19. Remaining MAM capacity
20. Current drive display
21. Drive efficiency

Media Lifecycle Management Tracking Statistics

22. Media efficiency
23. Drive status (last four)
24. Last four load device s/n’s
25. Last four load device efficiency
26. Media s/n
27. Compression ratio
28. Exported
29. Export user
30. Export time
31. Current partition
32. Manufacturer
33. Manufacturer data
34. Tape generation
35. Number of cleans
36. Date of first LTO CarbideCleanTM

37. Drive s/n of first LTO CarbideCleanTM 
38. Temperature first LTO CarbideCleanTM

39. Humidity of first LTO CarbideCleanTM

40. Date of most recent LTO CarbideCleanTM

41. Drive s/n of most recent LTO CarbideCleanTM

Only available with Spectra Certified Media and Spectra libraries, Media Lifecycle Management 
monitors, tracks and reports on all facets of tape usage and health status to reduce tape-related errors, 
eliminate unscheduled downtime and increase the reliability of your backup and archive operations.

CarbideClean is trademarked; Spectra, BlueScale, TeraPack, and the Spectra Logic logo are registered trademarks of Spectra Logic Corporation.  
© 2012 Spectra Logic. All rights reserved worldwide.


